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JAMIAOriginal Investigations
Research Paper �

Do People Experience Cognitive Biases while Searching
for Information?

ANNIE Y.S. LAU, ENRICO W. COIERA, MBBS, PHD

Abstract Objective: To test whether individuals experience cognitive biases whilst searching using information
retrieval systems. Biases investigated are anchoring, order, exposure and reinforcement.

Design: A retrospective analysis and a prospective experiment were conducted to investigate whether cognitive biases
affect the way that documentary evidence is interpreted while searching online. The retrospective analysis was
conducted on the search and decision behaviors of 75 clinicians (44 doctors, 31 nurses), answering questions for 8
clinical scenarios within 80 minutes in a controlled setting. The prospective study was conducted on 227 undergraduate
students, who used the same search engine to answer two of six randomly assigned consumer health questions.

Measurements: Frequencies of correct answers pre- and post- search, and confidence in answers were collected. The
impact of reading a document on the final decision was measured by the population likelihood ratio (LR) of the
frequency of reading the document and the frequency of obtaining a correct answer. Documents with a LR � 1 were
most likely to be associated with a correct answer, and those with a LR � 1 were most likely to be associated with an
incorrect answer to a question. Agreement between a subject and the evidence they read was estimated by a
concurrence rate, which measured the frequency that subjects’ answers agreed with the likelihood ratios of a group of
documents, normalized for document order, time exposure or reinforcement through repeated access. Serial position
curves were plotted for the relationship between subjects’ pre-search confidence, document order, the number of times
and length of time a document was accessed, and concurrence with post-search answers. Chi-square analyses tested for
the presence of biases, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test checked for equality of distribution of evidence in the
comparison populations.

Results: A person’s prior belief (anchoring) has a significant impact on their post-search answer (retrospective: P �
0.001; prospective: P � 0.001). Documents accessed at different positions in a search session (order effect [retrospective:
P � 0.76; prospective: P � 0.026]), and documents processed for different lengths of time (exposure effect
[retrospective: P � 0.27; prospective: P � 0.0081]) also influenced decision post-search more than expected in the
prospective experiment but not in the retrospective analysis. Reinforcement through repeated exposure to a document
did not yield statistical differences in decision outcome post-search (retrospective: P � 0.31; prospective: P � 0.81).

Conclusion: People may experience anchoring, exposure and order biases while searching for information, and these
biases may influence the quality of decision making during and after the use of information retrieval systems.
� J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2007;14:599–608. DOI 10.1197/jamia.M2411.
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Introduction
Information search plays an important role in supporting
the practice of evidence-based medicine1 and in consumer
healthcare decision making.2 Health-related decisions im-
prove with better access to relevant information, and the
Web is increasingly the source of that information.3 While
much research focuses on the design of retrieval methods
that identify potentially relevant documents, there has been
little examination of the way that retrieved documents then
impact decision making.4,5

We know that human beings seldom follow a purely rational
or normative model in decision making and that we are
prone to a series of decision biases.6 Decision making
research has for a long time identified that these biases can
have adverse impacts on decision outcomes.6–9 Medical
practitioners display cognitive biases when making clinical

decisions7,8 and interpreting research evidence.9
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However, little or no research seems to have examined
whether people also experience cognitive biases while
searching for information, and whether there are negative
consequences from any such biases. Yet, to develop infor-
mation retrieval systems that actively support health-related
decision making, it is necessary to understand the complex
process of how people search for and review information
when making decisions.10

Our own prior analysis of clinician information search used
a Bayesian belief revision framework to retrospectively
model how documents might influence decisions during
and after a search session.11 The Bayesian model that best
predicted the final clinical decision included numerical
factors to account for several well known cognitive biases.
This study reports a retrospective and a new prospective
study that investigate whether people actually experience
these cognitive biases while using a Web search engine to
answer health-related questions. The biases under investi-
gation are anchoring, order, exposure and reinforcement.

Background
Biased decisions occur when an individual’s cognition is
affected by “contextual factors, information structures, pre-
viously held attitudes, preferences and moods” (p. 4).12

Cognitive biases arise because of limitations in human
cognitive ability to properly attend to and process all the
information that is available (p. 7).13

The Anchoring Effect
The anchoring effect, first discussed by Tversky and Kahne-
man,14 occurs when a prior belief exerts an influence on the
way new information is processed and new beliefs are
formed15 and has been shown to alter clinician and patient
judgments.16–18

Order Effect
Order effect refers to the way in which the temporal order
that information is presented affects a final judgment19 and
can be subdivided into the primacy and recency effects. With
primacy, an individual’s impressions are more influenced
by earlier information in a sequence; with recency, impres-
sions are more influenced by later information.20,21 Studies
have shown that medical practitioners arrive at different
diagnoses when the same information is presented in a
different order,22–25 and that order influences patients’ in-
terpretation of treatment options and information.26

Exposure Effect
The degree of exposure to information can affect final
judgment. Features in a temporal sequence, such as duration
of exposure, the spread of experiences, the partitioning of
episodes, and the peak-and-end events have been reported
to influence a person’s overall impression of the experi-
ence.27

Reinforcement Effect
Repeated exposure to information may influence the way
beliefs are formed. Zajonc28 found that there was a linear log
relationship between the frequency with which a subject
was exposed to a stimulus and the subject’s enhanced
attitude towards the stimulus, regardless of whether the
stimulus was a nonsense word, a symbol or a photograph of

people.
Hypotheses
We hypothesized that anchoring, order, exposure and rein-
forcement biases may influence the way individuals inter-
pret documentary evidence retrieved using online search
engines.

Anchoring Effect and Confidence in Anchoring
Effect Hypotheses
Anchoring effect was tested for with two investigations. The
anchoring effect investigation assessed whether there was a
statistically significant relationship between subjects’ pre-
search answers and their post-search answers. The confidence
in anchoring effect investigation looked for a statistically
significant relationship between subjects’ confidence in their
pre-search answer and their tendency to retain a pre-search
answer after searching.

If prior beliefs do not affect the way we read a piece of
evidence, then we all should arrive at similar conclusions
after reading similar impact evidence, irrespective of our
past beliefs. The anchoring effect null hypothesis (H0) thus
predicts that people are equally likely to answer a question
correctly post-search regardless of the correctness of their
pre-search answer. H0 expects that the distribution of post-
search answers is independent of the distribution of pre-
search answers, given access to similar impact evidence by
groups with different initial beliefs, i.e., the frequency of
right or wrong answers to a given question after search, in
the population who answered right before search, should be
the same as that of those who provided a wrong answer
before search (Figure 1).

However, if prior beliefs do influence how new evidence is
interpreted then we should see a reluctance to shift towards
new beliefs when new evidence contradicts a prior belief.
Thus the alternative hypothesis (H1) states that people who
are right pre-search are more likely to be right post-search
than subjects who are wrong pre-search. Thus, in the pres-
ence of right evidence, we should see fewer pre-search
wrong convert to right than expected because they are
stubborn to change. Equally, in the presence of wrong
evidence we would expect a reluctance to shift by the

F i g u r e 1. Anchoring effect: the null hypothesis (H0) and
the alternative hypothesis (H1).
initially right, to wrong post-search. People might also be
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more likely to retain a belief in the presence of confirming
evidence. For example, subjects may hold a right belief only
weakly pre-search, misinterpret right evidence as wrong,
and change their view. We should see less of this transition
when an anchoring bias is in operation, because the prior belief
has a greater impact on the way evidence was interpreted.

For the confidence in anchoring effect (Figure 2) the null
hypothesis is that an individual’s tendency to change their
answer after search is independent of their confidence in the
pre-search answer. The alternative hypothesis predicts that
people who are more confident in their pre-search answer
are more likely to retain their pre-search answer after search
than those who are not as confident.

Order Effect Hypothesis
For the order effect (Figure 3) the null hypothesis is that the
degree of agreement or concurrence between subjects’ post-
search answer and the answer suggested by a document is
not influenced by the position in a search session at which
the document was accessed. The alternative hypothesis is
that there is greater concurrence between subjects’ post-
search answer and the answer suggested by documents
accessed at either the first or last position. This increase in

F i g u r e 2. Confidence in anchoring effect: the null hy-
pothesis (H0) and the alternative hypothesis (H1).

F i g u r e 3. Order effect: the null hypothesis (H0) and the

alternative hypothesis (H1).
concurrence would occur because the greater an impact that
a piece of evidence has on an individual, the more likely
they are to agree with the answer suggested by the evidence.

Exposure Effect Hypothesis
For the exposure effect (Figure 4) the null hypothesis pre-
dicts that the concurrence between subjects’ post-search
answer and the answer suggested by a document is not
influenced by the amount of time subjects spent on the
document. The alternative hypothesis suggests that the
amount of time subjects spent on a document influences the
concurrence rate.

Reinforcement Effect Hypothesis
For the reinforcement effect (Figure 5) the null hypothesis
predicts that the concurrence between subjects’ post-search
answer and the answer suggested by a document is not
influenced by the frequency with which a document was
accessed. The alternative hypothesis predicts that an in-
crease in the access frequency of a document will increase
the concurrence rate.

Methods
Retrospective Data Analysis
A retrospective analysis was constructed on a dataset of
search and decision behaviors of 75 clinicians (44 doctors

F i g u r e 4. Exposure effect: the null hypothesis (H0) and
the alternative hypothesis (H1).

F i g u r e 5. Reinforcement effect: the null hypothesis (H0)

and the alternative hypothesis (H1).
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and 31 clinical nurse consultants), who answered questions
for 8 clinical scenarios within 80 minutes in a controlled
setting at a university computer laboratory.4 In that study,
scenarios were presented in a random order. After answer-
ing a scenario question, each subject was again presented the
same scenario and asked to locate documentary evidence to
support their answers using a given Internet search engine
which provided access to a broad range of resources includ-
ing PubMed, clinical guidelines and selected journals. Data
from six of the eight scenarios in that study for which a
correct answer could be identified were included in our
retrospective analysis (Table 1).

These 75 subjects recorded their pre- and post-search an-
swers to each question, confidence in these answers and
their confidence in the evidence they found. For four ques-
tions, there were four answer options: yes, no, conflicting
evidence and don’t know. Two questions (asthma and
diabetes) required users to input a free-text answer. Confi-
dence was measured by a 4 point Likert scale from “very
confident” to “not confident.” Subjects recorded any change
in answer or confidence from their pre-search response and
identified which documents influenced their decision. They
were asked to work through the scenarios as they would

F i g u r e 6. Data exclusion in retrospective analysis.

Table 1 y Clinical Questions in the Scenarios Presented
Question (scenario name)

Does current evidence support the insertion of tympanostomy tube
(Glue ear)

What is the best delivery device for inhaled medication to a child d
(Asthma)

Is there evidence for the use of nicotine replacement therapy after
Is there evidence for increased breast and cervical cancer risk after
Is there evidence for increased risk of SIDS in siblings of baby who

What is the anaerobic organism(s) associated with osteomyelitis in diabet
within a clinical situation and not spend more than 10
minutes on any one question.

Prospective Experiment
A convenience sample of 227 non-clinicians was recruited from
the undergraduate student population at The University of
New South Wales (UNSW). People with Internet access who
had previously used an online search engine were recruited by
announcements seeking volunteers advertised via student
email lists, posters, leaflets, weekly student magazines and
research news website on the UNSW campus. Upon comple-
tion of the study, subjects were remunerated by being entered
into a draw for one of 100 movie tickets.

The pre-/post-search protocol used in the retrospective
study was again used in this prospective experiment to
allow comparison between the two experiments. Each sub-
ject in the prospective experiment answered a set of six
questions designed for health consumers and recorded any
change in answer or confidence from the pre-search re-
sponse. The first two questions were answered using the
same search engine that was used in the retrospective study
and these data are reported here. The remaining four
questions were answered using a modified user interface to
the same search engine and are excluded from this study
because they are not directly comparable interventions.

Questions ranged in difficulty and topic to cover a spectrum
of health consumer questions. Each question and the ex-
pected correct answer are shown in Table 2. Questions were
developed in consultation with a general practitioner and
two academics from the School of Public Health and Com-
munity Medicine at UNSW. Agreement was reached on the
“correct” answer and the location of the best evidence
sources for each question. A pilot of three members from the
general public tested the questions for interestingness and
readability. Two additional pilots of five people each used
the system to confirm it was possible to locate documentary
evidence required to answer questions correctly. Subjects in
both the retrospective and prospective studies were not
informed that the purpose of the experiment was to evaluate
whether people experience cognitive biases during informa-
tion searching.

Document Likelihood Ratios
To model the impact an individual document may have had
on a subject’s decision we calculated the frequency of
association between accessing a specific document and a
subject making a correct or incorrect decision after accessing
that document. A likelihood ratio (LR) was calculated from
the ratio of the frequency that accessing a document is
associated with a correct answer to the frequency that

ubjects (from Westbrook et al., 2005)
Expected correct answer

ild with normal hearing? No, not indicated

moderate asthma attack? Spacer (holding chamber)

rdial infarction? (MI) No, use is contraindicated
eatment? (IVF) No evidence of increased risk
of SIDS? (SIDS) Yes, there is an increased risk
to S

s in ch

uring

myoca
IVF tr
died
es? (Diabetes) Peptrostreptococcus, Bacteroides
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accessing a document is associated with an incorrect answer
(Equation 1).

Likelihood ratio �
P(AccessedDoc�Correct)

P(AccessedDoc�Incorrect)
�

Sensitivity

1 � Specificity
(1)

The LR is interpreted as a measure of the impact that
accessing a document has in influencing a subject towards a
specific answer. ‘Positive’ documents with a LR � 1 are
more likely to be associated with a correct answer and
‘negative’ documents with a LR � 1 are more likely associ-
ated with an incorrect answer. A LR around 1 means that a
document is equally associated with correct and incorrect
answers and probably has no strong influence. In the
investigations of order, exposure and reinforcement effect,
the answer suggested by a document is represented by the
LR of the document.

To calculate the likelihood ratio, the sensitivity and specific-
ity of a document with respect to an answer (correct or
incorrect) are calculated. The sensitivity, or true positive rate,
of a document is the frequency with which the document
being accessed correlated with a correct answer being pro-
vided post-search (Equation 2). The false negative rate, the
frequency with which access of a document correlated with
an incorrect answer, was also calculated. The specificity, or
true negative rate, is one minus the false negative rate
(Equation 3).

Sensitivity �

No . of correct post search answers
where document was accessed

Total no . of post search correct answers
(2)

1 � Specificity �

No . of incorrect post search answers
where document was accessed

Total no . of post search incorrect answers
(3)

Table 2 y Case Scenarios Presented to Subjects*

Scenario and question (sc

1. We hear of people going on low carbohydrate and high protein
evidence to support that low carbohydrate, high protein diets result in
energy, low fat diets? (Diet)

2. You can catch infectious diseases such as the flu from inhaling t
sharing a straw or eating off someone else’s fork. The reason is b
other bodily fluids. Hepatitis B is an infectious disease. Can you

3. After having a few alcoholic drinks, we depend on our liver to r
Drinking coffee, eating, vomiting, sleeping or having a shower w
recommendations regarding safe alcohol consumption for males and fem

4. Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), also known as “cot death
no apparent cause of death. Studies have shown that sleeping on
an increased risk of a baby dying from SIDS if the mother smokes duri

5. Breast cancer is one of the most common types of cancer found
breast cancer for women who have a family history of breast cancer? (B

6. Men are encouraged by our culture to be tough. Unfortunately,
of weakness. In Australia, do more men die by committing suicide th

7. Many people use home therapies when they are sick or to keep
drinking chicken soup when sick, drinking milk before bed for a
the common cold. Is there evidence to support the taking of vitamin

8. We know that we can catch AIDS from bodily fluids, such as fro
breast-feeding. We also know that some diseases can be transmi
from a mosquito bite? (AIDS)

*A random selection of 6 cases is presented to each subject in the s
The sensitivity and specificity measures were calculated
based upon the frequency a document was accessed for each
scenario. Both measures were recalculated for each subject,
and specifically excluded the subject’s data, to ensure that
the likelihood ratio of a document is independent of the
subject being analyzed.

Concurrence Rates
Agreement between a subject and the evidence they read
was estimated by a concurrence rate, which measured the
frequency that subjects’ answers agreed with the likelihood
ratios of a group of documents, normalized for document
order, time exposure or reinforcement through repeated
access.

For example, to test for the impact of positional biases from
the order effect, we calculated the degree of agreement or
concurrence between the post-search answers given by
subjects and the answer suggested by the documents ac-
cessed at different points in a search session, looking to see
if there is increased concurrence for documents accessed at
some points in a session compared to others. The result is a
serial position curve.29

To calculate concurrence rates we assembled all the docu-
ments accessed by subjects in sessions of length more than
one document, where a bias might be detected. To allow
sessions of different lengths to be compared, position in a
search session was normalized to first, middle and last.

For example, the concurrence rate for documents accessed at
the first position in the search session is the number of times
a positive document (LR � 1) is read at the first position and
the post-search answer is also correct, plus the number of
times a negative document (LR � 1) is read at the first
position and the post-search answer is also incorrect, di-
vided by the total number of times documents were read at

name)
Expected correct

answer

uch as the Atkins diet, to lose weight. Is there
long-term weight loss than conventional low

No

into which others have sneezed or coughed,
certain germs reside in saliva, as well as in

epatitis B from kissing on the cheek? (Hepatitis B)

No

the Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC).
help reduce your BAC. Are there different

Alcohol)

Yes

e unexpected death of a baby where there is
omach increases a baby’s risk of SIDS. Is there
nancy? (SIDS)

Yes

en. Is there an increased chance of developing
ancer)

Yes

en tend to think that asking for help is a sign
en? (Suicide)

Yes

. Examples of home therapies include
night’s sleep and taking vitamin C to prevent

lements to help prevent the common cold? (Cold)

No

dle sharing, having unprotected sex and
mosquito bites. Is it likely that we can get AIDS

No
enario

diets, s
greater

he air
ecause

catch H
educe
ill not
ales? (

”, is th
the st

ng preg
in wom
reast c

many m
an wom
healthy
better

C supp
m nee

tted by
position one in a session (Equation 4).
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Concurrence ratefirst �
Concurrencefirst

Accessfirst
(4)

Concurrencefirst

� No. of post-search correct subjects who accessed a
positive document at positionfirst

� No. of post-search incorrect subjects who accessed a
negative document at positionfirst

Accessfirst

� Total no. of subjects who accessed a document at
positionfirst

Similar analyses were performed for other positions in a
session (i.e., middle and last position), and to test for other
biases using the length of exposure to a given document (i.e.,
normalized to minimum, medium and maximum exposure),
the number of times the same document is viewed in a
session (i.e., accessed once and more than once) and the
confidence in anchoring effect (i.e., not confident, somewhat
confident, confident and very confident in pre-search an-
swer).

Quantitative Analyses
Chi-square analysis was conducted for each cognitive bias to
test for a statistically significant relationship between docu-
ments accessed at different points in a search session and the
concurrence between subjects’ post-search answers and the
answers suggested by documents (i.e., order, exposure and
reinforcement effect). It was also used to test whether there
was a statistically significant relationship between subjects’
pre-search answers and their post-search answers (anchor-
ing effect), as well as between subjects’ confidence in the
pre-search answer and their tendency to retain the pre-
search answer after searching (confidence in anchoring
effect).

The null and alternative hypotheses for each bias assume
that subjects being compared had equal access to similar
impact evidence. If this was not the case then any difference
we might detect could be attributed not to any bias but due
to the impact of an overrepresentation of right or wrong
evidence in our sample unduly influencing the decision
outcome one way or another. To test the anchoring hypoth-
eses, subjects who were right pre-search should have had
access to equal proportions of evidence supporting a right or
a wrong answer as those subjects who were wrong pre-
search. Similarly tests for the other biases assumed that the
distribution of likelihood ratios amongst accessed docu-
ments is uniform across different positions, different expo-
sure levels and different access frequency in a search ses-
sion. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test for comparing
distributions was used to evaluate if distributions of docu-
ment likelihood ratios differed significantly for any of the
document populations being compared.

Results
Data Description
The overall unit of measure in these experiments is a search
session, which is “the entire series of queries by a user”30 to
answer one question. Figure 6 describes the data exclusion
procedure in the retrospective data analysis. After data

exclusion, the retrospective analysis included 75 clinician
subjects who made 1761 searches and accessed 1873 docu-
ments across the 400 search sessions for six scenarios. On
average, clinicians took 405 (standard deviation (SD): 590.8)
seconds, made 4.32 (SD: 4.002) searches and accessed 4.65
(SD: 3.670) documents to complete a question in a search
session.

Figure 7 describes the data exclusion procedure in the
prospective experiment. After data exclusion, the experi-
ment included 211 health consumer subjects who made 720
searches and accessed 834 documents across 303 search
sessions for two questions. On average for all questions,
health consumers took 361 seconds (SD: 281.2), made 1.73
(SD: 1.391) searches and accessed 3.25 (SD: 3.067) documents
to answer a question in a search session.

Anchoring Effect and Confidence in
Anchoring Effect
Anchoring effect data are presented in Table 3 and Figure 8.
K-S showed no differences in distribution of evidence in the
prospective sample (K-S Z � 1.209, |D| � 0.103, P � 0.108).
For the retrospective analysis, using the K-S test, pre-search
right and pre-search wrong subjects accessed right and
wrong impact documents in unequal proportions (K-S Z �
1.527, |D| � 0.341, P � 0.019). Interestingly, the pre-search

F i g u r e 7. Data exclusion in prospective experiment.

Table 3 y Relationship between Pre-search Answer
and Post-search Answer

Before search

After search

Right Wrong

Retrospective analysis
Right (n�134) 104 (77.6%) 30 (22.4%)
Wrong (n�266) 146 (54.9%) 120 (45.1%)

Prospective experiment
Right (n�192) 181 (94.3%) 11 (5.7%)

Wrong (n�111) 69 (62.2%) 42 (37.8%)

http://jamia.bmj.com/
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wrong subjects accessed more right evidence (right-evi-
dence: 62.5% vs. wrong-evidence: 37.5%) and the pre-search
right subjects accessed more wrong evidence (wrong-evi-
dence: 65.4% vs. right-evidence: 34.6%), which was also
statistically significant (�2 � 6.34, df � 1, P � 0.012). This
distribution of evidence in the retrospective data therefore
has the potential to mask any anchoring bias.

Chi-square analyses on Table 3 show that there was a
statistically significant relationship between pre-search an-
swers and post-search answers in both the retrospective
analysis and the prospective experiment (retrospective: �2 �
19.63, df � 1, P � 0.001; prospective: �2 � 50.25, df � 1, P �
0.001). Subjects who were right pre-search were more likely
to be right post-search than those who were wrong pre-
search (also illustrated in Figure 8). Similarly, subjects who
were wrong pre-search were more likely to be wrong
post-search than those who were right pre-search.

Confidence in anchoring effect data are described in Table 4. In
the serial anchor curve (Figure 9), confidence in pre-search
answers is plotted against the pre-search answer retention

F i g u r e 8. Relationship between pre-search answer and
post-search correctness (please refer to Table 3 for frequency
numbers).

Table 4 y Relationship between Confidence in
Pre-search Answer and Retention of Pre-search
Answer after Searching

Confidence (before search)

Retained pre-search answer
after searching?

Yes No

Retrospective analysis*
Not confident (n�33) 22 (66.7%) 11 (33.3%)
Somewhat confident (n�94) 57 (60.6%) 37 (39.4%)
Confident (n�71) 53 (74.6%) 18 (25.4%)
Very confident (n�36) 30 (83.3%) 6 (16.7%)

Prospective experiment†
Not confident (n�33) 22 (66.7%) 11 (33.3%)
Somewhat confident (n�71) 51 (71.8%) 20 (28.2%)
Confident (n�85) 62 (72.9%) 23 (27.1%)
Very confident (n�106) 84 (79.2%) 22 (20.8%)

*166 responses excluded because subjects responded “don’t know”
or did not report confidence before search.
†8 responses excluded because subjects responded “don’t know” or

did not report confidence before search.
rate (the percentage of subjects that retain their pre-search
answer after search). Chi-square analyses conducted on
Table 4 show that there was a marginally significant rela-
tionship between subjects’ confidence in their pre-search
answers and their retention of the pre-answer after search-
ing in the retrospective analysis (�2 � 7.70, df � 3, P � 0.053).
However, this relationship was not found to be significant in
the prospective experiment (�2 � 2.67, df � 3, P � 0.45).

Order Effect
Order effect data are reported in Table 5; serial position
curves are illustrated in Figure 10. Using the K-S test in both
the retrospective and prospective analyses, there were no
statistically significant differences in the distribution of
likelihood ratios between documents accessed at first and
middle positions (retrospective: K-S Z � 0.788, |D| � 0.067,
P � 0.564; prospective K-S Z � 0.466, |D| � 0.043, P �
0.982), between first and last positions (retrospective: K-S Z
� 1.150, |D| � 0.117, P � 0.142; prospective: K-S Z � 0.728,
|D| � 0.076, P � 0.665), nor between middle and last

F i g u r e 9. Serial anchor curve: relationship between con-
fidence in pre-search answer and retention of pre-search
answer after searching.

Table 5 y Relationship between Document Access
Position and Concurrence between Post-search
Answer and Document-suggested Answer

Access position

Concurrence between post-
search answer and document?

Yes No

Retrospective analysis*
First (n�255) 192 (75.3%) 63 (24.7%)
Middle (n�470) 342 (72.8%) 128 (27.2%)
Last (n�219) 161 (73.5%) 58 (26.5%)

Prospective experiment†
First (n�185) 171 (92.4%) 14 (7.6%)
Middle (n�342) 306 (89.5%) 36 (10.5%)
Last (n�185) 155 (83.8%) 30 (16.2%)

*929 accessed documents excluded because subjects accessed only
one document or a likelihood ratio could not be calculated for the
document.
†122 accessed documents excluded because subjects accessed only
one document or a likelihood ratio could not be calculated for the

document.
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positions (retrospective: K-S Z � 0.913, |D| � 0.082, P �
0.375; prospective: K-S Z � 1.014, |D| � 0.093, P � 0.255).

Chi-square analyses conducted on Table 5 show that there
was not a statistically significant relationship between the
access position of documents and the concurrence between
the post-search answer and the answer suggested by docu-
ments in the retrospective analysis (�2 � 0.55, df � 2, P �
0.76). However, this relationship was statistically significant
in the prospective experiment (�2 � 7.27, df � 2, P � 0.026),
where the concurrence rate decreased as the document
access position proceeded from first, middle to last (Figure
10).

Exposure Effect
Exposure effect data are reported in Table 6. The serial
exposure curves (Figure 11) plot amount of time exposed to
a document normalized to the search session (least refers to
the document in which the least amount of time was spent in
a session, most to the document in which the most amount
of time was spent, and medium for all other documents)

F i g u r e 10. Relationship between document access posi-
tion and concurrence rate between post-search answer and
document-suggested answer.

Table 6 y Relationship between Document Exposure
Level and Concurrence between Post-search Answer
and Document-suggested Answer

Level of exposure

Concurrence between post-
search answer and document?

Yes No

Retrospective analysis*
Least (n�88) 58 (65.9%) 30 (34.1%)
Medium (n�417) 307 (73.6%) 110 (26.4%)
Most (n�245) 171 (69.8%) 74 (30.2%)

Prospective experiment†
Least (n�126) 103 (81.7%) 23 (18.3%)
Medium (n�221) 205 (92.8%) 16 (7.2%)
Most (n�194) 171 (88.1%) 23 (11.9%)

*1123 accessed documents excluded because subjects accessed only
one document or a likelihood ratio could not be calculated for the
document.
†293 accessed documents excluded because subjects accessed only
one document or a likelihood ratio could not be calculated for the

document.
against the concurrence rate between subjects’ post-search
answers and the document-suggested answer.

The K-S test shows that there were no statistically significant
differences in the distribution of likelihood ratios between
documents accessed at minimum and medium levels of
exposure (retrospective: K-S Z � 0.589, |D| � 0.076, P �
0.879; prospective: K-S Z � 0.727, |D| � 0.081, P � 0.665),
between minimum and maximum (retrospective: K-S Z �
1.011, |D| � 0.138, P � 0.259; prospective: K-S Z � 0.342,
|D| � 0.039, P � 1.000), nor between medium and maxi-
mum (retrospective: K-S Z � 0.955, |D| � 0.082, P � 0.322;
prospective: K-S Z � 0.632, |D| � 0.062, P � 0.819) in both
the retrospective and prospective analyses.

Chi-square analyses conducted on Table 6 show that there
was not a statistically significant relationship between expo-
sure level of documents and the concurrence between the
post-search answer and the answer suggested by documents
in the retrospective analysis (�2 � 2.61, df � 2, P � 0.27).
However, this relationship was statistically significant in the
prospective experiment (�2 � 9.64, df � 2, P � 0.0081), where
documents processed at most or least exposure in a search
session are not as influential on the post-search answer as
those that were processed at medium exposure (illustrated
in Figure 11).

Reinforcement Effect
Reinforcement effect data are reported in Table 7. The serial
reinforcement curves (Figure 12) plot the access frequency of
documents in a session in normalized form (once only or
more than once) against the concurrence rate between
subjects’ post-search answers and the document-suggested
answer. The K-S test shows that there were no statistically
significant differences in the distribution of likelihood ratios
between documents accessed once only and documents
accessed more than once in the prospective analysis (K-S Z
� 0.446, |D| � 0.056, P � 0.989). There was a difference in
the distributions for the retrospective analysis (K-S Z �
1.443, |D| � 0.144, P � 0.031). Chi-square analyses con-
ducted on Table 7 show that there was not a statistically
significant relationship between access frequency of a doc-
ument and the concurrence between the post-search answer

F i g u r e 11. Relationship between document exposure
level and concurrence rate between post-search answer and
document-suggested answer.
and the answer suggested by the document in both the
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retrospective analysis and the prospective experiment (ret-
rospective: �2 � 1.03, df � 1, P � 0.31; prospective: �2 �
0.061, df � 1, P � 0.81) (also illustrated in Figure 12).

Discussion
Results from the prospective experiment support the hy-
potheses that people experience anchoring, exposure and
order biases during information searching. The retrospective
data analysis provided support for anchoring, but did not
provide evidence for order, exposure and reinforcement.

The differences in these results may be explained in a
number of ways. Firstly the retrospective data analysis is
post-hoc, i.e. it is not an experiment designed to test for the
effects of cognitive biases on information searching and
decision making. Secondly, it is possible that each of these
biases exerts only a small effect on the decision outcome and
that the sample size in the retrospective data analysis was
too small to detect them. Finally, the retrospective analysis
occurred with clinicians and the prospective analysis on
university students who were asked to answer health con-
sumer questions. It may be that there is a novice-expert
phenomenon at play here, and that clinician training in some
way influences the way information is processed, although
the strong evidence for these biases in other aspects of
clinical decision making does not support such a notion.

In both the retrospective data analysis and the prospective
experiment, there was a statistically significant relationship
between subjects’ pre-search answers and their post-search
answers (anchoring effect), providing the strongest evidence
for this effect of all the biases tested for. Subjects who were
correct pre-search were more likely to answer correctly
post-search than those who were incorrect pre-search. Al-
though the K-S test indicated that there was an unequal
distribution of evidence between the pre-search right and
wrong groups in the retrospective analysis, this would most
likely have masked any bias effect, rather than enhance it.
Only the retrospective data analysis showed a marginal
statistical relationship between subjects’ confidence in their
pre-search answers and their tendency to retain that answer
after searching (confidence in anchoring effect) suggesting

Table 7 y Relationship between Document Access
Frequency and Concurrence between Post-search
Answer and Document-suggested Answer

Access frequency

Concurrence between post-
search answer and document?

Yes No

Retrospective analysis*
Once only (n�441) 306 (69.4%) 135 (30.6%)
More than once (n�156) 115 (73.7%) 41 (26.3%)

Prospective experiment†
Once only (n�583) 504 (86.4%) 79 (13.6%)
More than once (n�72) 63 (87.5%) 9 (12.5%)

*1276 accessed documents excluded because subjects accessed only
one document or a likelihood ratio could not be calculated for the
document.
†179 accessed documents excluded because subjects accessed only
one document or a likelihood ratio could not be calculated for the
document.
this effect requires further investigation.
Documents accessed at different positions in the search
session were found to have different degrees of influence on
the post-search answer (order effect) in the prospective
experiment. Interestingly the combined primacy and re-
cency effects we hypothesized would generate a u-shaped
curve (Figure 3), but with our data, the concurrence rate of
a document decreased as the document access position
proceeded from first, middle to last. In other words, the
degree of influence a document has on a decision decreases
as more documents were accessed in a search session,
suggesting the primacy effect is dominant.

Documents processed for different durations were found to
have different degrees of influence on the post-search an-
swer (exposure effect) in the prospective experiment. Docu-
ments which were looked at the most or the least in a search
session were not as influential on the post-search answer as
those in between.

Documents accessed with different frequencies were not
found to have different degrees of influence on the post-
search answer in either the retrospective or the prospective
analyses. In fact, few subjects accessed documents more than
once in both the retrospective study and the prospective
experiment. One interpretation of this result is that the
reinforcement effect is unlikely to be present during infor-
mation searching because most people do not access docu-
ments more than once.

Limitations
There are several limitations associated with our analysis:

• Measures: Core to our analysis is the measure of concur-
rence between the decision made by a subject, and the
expected impact a document has in creating a belief,
measured by the document’s likelihood ratio. It may be
the case that other factors beyond biases affect concurrence
rates. Document likelihood ratios are an aggregate measure
of document influence over a population, and we tested for
biases by comparing the impact of different document sets
via their pooled LR values, rather than by comparing the
impact of individually identifiable documents, which
would have required a different and tightly controlled
laboratory test, rather than the more natural experiment we
sought to create. It may thus be the case that document

F i g u r e 12. Relationship between document access fre-
quency and concurrence rate between post-search answer

and document-suggested answer.
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likelihood ratios and concurrence rates are not ideal mea-
sures of the underlying phenomena we wish them to
model. For the exposure bias, we only looked at the impact
of length of exposure, but this bias, like the others, may be
manifest in other ways than those tested for.

• Interaction of biases: This investigation studies one cogni-
tive bias at a time. It is unclear how biases interact and
the collective impact they may have on information
searching and decision making.

Conclusion
This research is possibly the first study that looks at the
impact of cognitive biases on information searching and
decision making. It provides evidence that people can expe-
rience cognitive biases while searching for information. A
person’s prior belief (anchoring effect), the order in which
documents were accessed (order effect) and the amount of
time people spend on documents (exposure effect) are
factors found to have influenced the way questions were
answered post-search.

However, there is a lack of benchmark literature in this area.
More experiments are needed to test the findings in this study
before generalizations can be made on how widespread and
significant these biases are. Other cognitive biases, such as
confirmation bias and conservatism bias15,31 should also be
investigated for their prevalence in information searching. In
addition, further investigations could examine whether biases
experienced during information searching can be moderated to
improve the impact of retrieved evidence on the quality of
decision making, and may eventually lead to better designs for
search systems.
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